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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Various formulations of calcium phosphate cement (CPC) have been developed
to get cement paste with optimum setting times, injection capabilities, as well as
mechanical and biological properties. This is important to ensure that CPC is
applicable for clinical uses as bone filler materials. The existing studies on CPC
have investigated factors affecting its properties which include liquid-to-powder
ratio, types of solid and liquid phases used, concentration of liquid phase, and
particle size of powder phase. One of the promising and interesting routes to
improve properties of CPC is by incorporating polymeric additives as setting
agents, such as gelatin, alginate, chitosan and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose.
The aim of this paper is to review the recent developments of CPC for bone filler
applications.
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1. Introduction
Development of artificial bone substitute materials is addressed to overcome the drawbacks of
naturally derived bone grafts (autografts and allografts). Autograft is not immunogenic and offers
the best osteoinductive and osteoconductive properties [1]. However, it has limited supply [1-5],
cannot duplicate the bone replaced, and requires additional surgeries resulting in extra cost and
pain for patient [3]. In contrast, allograft is available in considerable quantity and can duplicate
mechanical strength of the bone being replaced [1,3,5]. However, it is immunogenic, and has low
osteoinductivity, high risk of diseases transmission, as well as expensive cost of operation and
storage [1,3-5]. These issues can be solved by using synthetic bone graft because it offers
bioactivity, biocompatibility, bioresorbability, and low infection and rejection rates with low
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inflammatory reaction to the surrounding tissues. In addition, the use of artificial bone substitute
materials can avoid additional operations [5].
Calcium phosphate cement (CPC) is one of the most promising materials to be used as
injectable bone substitute materials. CPC is the mixture of powder phase that contains one or more
calcium phosphate (CaP) compounds and liquid phase of water or calcium- or phosphate-containing
aqueous solution [3,6,7]. Advantages of using CPC are associated with its excellent biological
behaviour, injectability, ability to harden in vivo and microporosity. However, CPC normally has
poor injectability without additives, weak cohesion and low mechanical strength [3]. CPC has more
advantages as bone substitute material when compared to poly(methyl methacrylate)-based
cement and calcium sulfate cement because CPC is bioactive and osteoconductive, with various
degrees of bioresorbability and isothermal setting reactions [8].
One of the important applications of CPC is in the drug delivery [9,10]. The porous structure of
CPC enables it to be used as carriers for controlled drug delivery. The use of CPC as drug carriers has
been demonstrated by Haghbin-Nazarpak et al. [11], Hong et al. [12] and Vorndran et al. [13]. CPC
also has been widely used in orthopedic applications, mainly for non- or moderate load-bearing
sites [1, 9]. Scordino et al. [14] incorporated CPC into polyetheretherketone (PEEK) implant to fix
opening wedge osteotomy. Moreover, Harms et al. [15] has investigated the use of nanocrystalline
hydroxyapatite for load-bearing defect site in sheep model. Other applications of CPC including
vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty [7,16], dental [17], craniofacial and maxillofacial [18,19], and
ossiculoplasty [20-22].
For a successful implantation, CPC needs to fulfill the clinical requirements. It is favorable for
the cement to set slowly enough to provide sufficient time for surgeon to perform implantation but
fast enough to prevent delaying of the operation [3]. Thus, various formulations of CPC have been
investigated with the aim to alter setting time, injectability, mechanical properties as well as
biological properties by investigating the factors affecting these properties. The purpose of this
paper is to present an overview on the recent development of CPC for bone filling material.
2. Setting Reactions of CPC
Setting reaction of CPC is one of the important features which significantly control setting time
and other setting properties, nature of the cement products, and physical and biological properties
of the hardened cements [3]. The setting reaction of CPC involves three stages which are: (1)
dissolution of reactants to saturate the mixing liquid in calcium and phosphate ions, (2) nucleation
of crystals, (3) growth of crystals [23].
The chemical process during setting reaction involves two mechanisms, which are dissolution
and reprecipitation [3]. Dissolution is the phase where supersaturation is generated as calcium and
phosphate ions are released by the starting powders. Supersaturation will lead to the nucleation of
new phase surrounding the powder particles when the ionic concentration has reached the critical
value. This is a continuous process as long as the dissolution of the reagents continues. The final
composition of precipitates produced by this dissolution/reprecipitation process is determined by
the relative stability of CaP salts in the system. A less stable (more soluble) CaP phase will dissolve
to form a more stable (less soluble) one [23-25]. The main final products for CPC reaction are
apatite and brushite; at body temperature apatite is the most stable at pH > 4.2, while brushite is at
pH < 4.2, at body temperature [24,25].
Chemical reactions possible to occur during setting of CPC can be either acid-base interaction or
hydrolysis of CaP depending on their chemical composition. The acid-base interaction involves the
reaction between a relatively acidic CaP with relatively basic CaP to produce a relatively neutral
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compound. An example of this type of reaction is the reaction between tetracalcium phosphate
(TTCP) (basic) and dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCPA) (slightly acidic) in an aqueous suspension
to produce a poorly crystalline precipitated hydroxyapatite (HA) (slightly basic). In contrast, the
hydrolysis of CaP in aqueous media involves only one CaP compound producing a compound of
same initial and final calcium-to-phosphate (Ca/P) ratio. This type of reaction is called single-phase
or single component [9].
3. Properties of CPC
3.1 Setting Time
Setting time of CPC is defined as the time needed for the CPC to become strong enough to resist
an applied force [3]. The standardized methods to measure the setting time of CPC are Gillmore
needle method [3 9,26,] and Vicat needle method [9,26]. By means of Gillmore needle method,
setting time of CPC is the time from the initial setting time (the time when CPC able to resist the
small fixed pressure applied by a thick Gillmore needle) and final setting time (the time when CPC
able to resist the high fixed pressure applied by a thin Gillmore needle) [3].
Generally, fast setting limits the period of workability of the cement such that the cement may
become unworkable before the surgeon finishes performing implantation, and slow setting delays
the operation such that it prevents the surgeon to close the defect site [3,9,26]. CPC with favorable
setting time for clinical application can be obtained by modifying its setting kinetics. Setting kinetics
can be controlled by the contact area between reagents and mixing liquid, the reagent solubility in
the mixing liquid, and the saturation of the mixing liquid towards the reagent. Additives could also
be incorporated to control setting such as dissolution inhibitors or surface modifier (passivation or
activation of the surface), nuclei and nucleation inhibitors, and crystal growth inhibitors [23].
Fast kinetics and short setting time can be normally achieved by using smaller particle size (high
specific surface), and low crystallinity particles. Shorter setting happens at higher setting
temperature and low liquid-to-powder ratio, as well as by the addition of setting accelerators and
nucleating phase [3,26].
3.2 Injectability
Injectability of a CPC can be defined as the ability of cement paste to stay homogeneous
(without filter-pressing) during injection, independent of the injection force [3]. Injectability can be
evaluated by measuring the weight percentage of the cement paste that could be extruded from a
syringe by either a hand or a force of 100 N maximum of a compressive mode [9].
During injection, filter-pressing, phase separation or phase migration may happen. This happen
due to the liquid which may flow faster than solid, resulting in local changes of paste composition
[9,26]. Filter-pressing can be reduced in order to improve injectability properties of cement paste
by reducing its viscosity, powder-to-liquid ratio as well as the mixing time. Excellent injectability can
be achieved by using smaller particle size, shorter and larger diameter cannula, lower flow rate,
spherical shape particles and addition of additives such as polysaccharides, methylcellulose, and
citrate ions [3,9].
3.3 Cohesion and Anti-Washout Ability
Cohesion is the ability of a CPC to harden without disintegrating into small particles in a static
aqueous environment, meanwhile anti-washout ability in a dynamic aqueous environment [3].
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Improvement of cohesion and anti-washout ability of a cement can be done by using smaller
particle size, decreasing liquid-to-solid ratio, increasing the viscosity of the mixing liquid, and adding
biopolymers such as sodium alginate, hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC), hyaluronic acid,
chitosan and modified starch [3,26]. A continuous and quantitative assessment of paste cohesion
by Bohner et al. [27] revealed that there are two mechanisms of cohesion, which are a continuous
but slow process and a rapid weight loss. Weight losses of both mechanisms were due to the action
of gravity forces on the paste.
3.4 Mechanical Properties
CPCs are produced via a dissolution-reprecipitation process at room or body temperature
formed an entangled network of apatite crystal, which contributes to its mechanical properties.
With time, apatite crystals continue to grow and the entangled network becomes denser until the
cement achieves its maximal mechanical properties [3]. CPC materials shows a brittle properties,
with tensile strength 1-10 MPa and compressive strength 10-100 MPa [9,26]. There are many ways
to enhance mechanical strength of CPC including the addition of water-soluble polymers, such as
poly(acrylic acid), poly(vinyl alcohol), sodium alginate, sodium polyacrylate, polyelectrolytes,
poly(ethylene oxide), bovine serum albumin, and superplasticizers [9]. Furthermore, strength
improvement can be done by reducing porosity and pore size with the use of smaller particles size,
high aging temperature and addition of accelerators or retarders [3].
3.5 Biological Properties
Biological properties of CPC has significant role in the strategy to repair bone defects by using a
resorbable bone substitute and then replaced by new mature bone. Due to this, it is essential to
use a macroporous bone substitute to assist the replacement by new mature bone. CPC with
macropores can be prepared by the addition of highly soluble solids, hydrophobic liquids, gas
bubbles and granules with hydrogel [26]. In addition, factors affecting the growth rate of newly
forming bone are porosity, bulk site, anatomic site, crystallinity, chemical composition (brushite or
apatite), particle size and powder-to-liquid ratio of the cements [9].
Bioactivity of a CPC can be evaluated by its ability to form apatite when immersed in Simulated
Body Fluid (SBF). A successful of implantation depends on the degradation of cement and its
subsequent replacement by the autologous tissue is dependent upon the cellular responses during
the initial and chronic inflammatory phases of healing [4].
4. Injectable CPC
Recent years, various studies have been done on CPC materials development where various
formulations of CPC have been discovered. The formulations were developed to produce bone filler
material with better injectability, setting time, mechanical strength and biological properties which
is therefore applicable for clinical uses.
Weitao et al. [28] have developed injectable CPC which composed of β-tricalcium phosphate (βTCP), calcium phosphate dibasic anhydrous (DCPA) and nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite (HA) as the
powder phases, and sodium alginate and Na2HPO4 / NaH2PO4 buffer as the liquid phase. This work
disclosed that addition of sodium alginate in the liquid phase and calcium carbonate and
nanocrystalline HA in the powder phase would provide easier injectability and keep cement
cohesion. The formation of bond between sodium alginate and Ca2+ ions of the cement produced a
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gel of sodium alginate, which promotes excellent cohesiveness and reduces viscosity of the cement.
The cement also has longer setting time, higher porosity and easier to degrade in vivo compared to
the commercial one.
Study on the effect of powder-to-liquid (P/L) ratio and needle sizes on the injectability of CPC
have been done by Burguera et al. [29]. The cement was formulated from tetracalcium phosphate
(TTCP)- dicalcium phosphate dehydrate (DCPD), with the addition of sodium phosphate as the
hardening accelerator and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) as the gelling agent in the
cement liquid phase. The results of this study revealed that the increased needle gauge size would
increase the injection force. The effect of P/L ratio on injectability also showed the same trend,
such that the increase in P/L ratio would decrease the percentage of extruded pastes and the
injection force increased. Furthermore, the increase in P/L ratio has positively affected the
mechanical properties of the cement as it increases the strength, elastic modulus and density, and
reduces the pore volume as well as crystal dimensions.
Alqap et al. [30] investigated the effect of calcium excess, water content and mixing time on the
injectability of CPC produced by low temperature hydrothermal technique. Calcium oxide granules
(CaO) and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate as the precursors, and water as the solvent. This work
showed that higher Ca excess would increase the extrusionload with increasing mixing time, thus
lowering cement injectability as shown in Figure 1. The increase of Ca excess makes the cement less
injectable. Cement paste with good injectability is more moldable, finer in structure and longer
(CP2) as shown in Figure 2 (b) and (c). Meanwhile, CP20 with rough surface and nonflexible
structure shows cement paste with poor injectability as shown in Figure 2 (a).

Fig. 1. Injectability of CPC with different Ca excess after
different mixing time, and P/L ratio of 1:1 [30].

Fig. 2. Moldable form of CPC after
injection: CP20 (3:2) after 5min (a); CP2
(3:2) after 5 min (b); CP2 (1:1) after 20min
(c) [30].
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Vlad et al. [31] examined the effect of calcium-tophosphate (Ca/P) ratio on the setting
properties of CPC by adding precipitated hydroxyapatite and disodium hydrogen phosphate as
setting accelerator. This study has revealed that cement with Ca/P ratio of 1.50 has the optimum
setting time approximately 10 minutes, with highest compressive strength of 50MPa after 24h
setting. This is because the maximum supersaturation happened at room temperature around pH 9.
Grover et al. [32] disclosed the effect of amorphous pyrophosphate on calcium phosphate bone
cement resorption and bone generation. The pyrophosphate cement is more resorbable than
orthophosphate cement such that 33 area% new bone has been formed throughout the 12 months
implantation. In vitro study on degradation rate demonstrated that calcium pyrophosphate
preferentially dissolved from the implanted material which has been proved by the presence of
brushite after 12 months. Chen et al. [33] studied the effects of concentration of diammonium
hydrogen phosphate on the properties of CPC derived from tetracalcium phosphate (TTCP)dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCPA). Both working and setting times of the cement paste
decrease with the increasing concentration of the setting solution, because diammonium hydrogen
phosphate accelerated the formation of hydroxyapatite (HA). The compressive strength increased
with diammonium hydrogen phosphate concentration until optimum value of 0.6M is achieved and
further increase reduced the compressive strength. Engstrand et al. [34] investigated the effect of
L/P ratio, monocalcium phosphate monohydrate (MCPM)- to-β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) ratio,
relative concentrations of sodium pyrophosphate (SPP) and citric acid, and MCPM particle size on
mechanical properties of cement. The results revealed that lower L/P ratio produced stronger
cements. In addition, increasing MCPM content improves the compressive strength up to 45 mol%
MCPM. Moreover, low concentration of citric acid results in higher strength cement than that of
low concentration. Furthermore, small MCPM particles produced more porous and stronger
cement compared to large MCPM particles. Sarkar et al. [35] have synthesized a brushite-based
CPC with multichannel HA granule loading to impart porosity and mechanical strength for bone
regeneration. Granules loading into CPC prolongs the setting time because of the mechanical
interlocking between large granules. Moreover, the reinforcing effect of granules has improves
compressive strength of CPC. Sawamura et al. [36] studied the effect of temperature on the
compressive strength and hydration reaction within the CPC setting bodies, by heating the CPC
pastes at different temperatures during the initial setting process. The CPC was prepared by mixing
DCPA, TTCP and dextran sulfate sodium aqueous solution. The increased initial setting temperature
has increased the hydration reaction rate and compressive strength of CPC but shortened the
setting time. Furthermore, soaking in simulated body fluid (SBF) improved the compressive strength
of cement, but it decreased with the increase in setting temperature because highly crystalline HA
formed in the initial setting bodies at high temperature delayed the setting reaction in SBF.
5. Premixed CPC
At present, most of the commercially available CPCs are in the form of powder and liquid that
will be mixed immediately before use. This system required the ability to properly mix the cement
and then place it into the defect within the prescribed time, and also achieve an optimum result.
Therefore, it is favorable to have a premixed cement paste prepared in advance using a controlled
process, stable in the packages, and hardens only when it is placed in the bone defect [37].
Premixed cements are the easiest to use as they do not need any mixing or transferring into an
appropriate delivery system, and also do not have time constraint to use once it is open [26].
Recently, to improve the available premixed CPCs, Shimada et al. [37] have synthesized and
studied the properties of dual-paste HA-forming CPC. The cement they produced consisted of two
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premixed cement, which are dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCPA) mixed with NaH2PO4 and TTCP
mixed with water, with the addition of HPMC as gelling and lubricating agents in the liquid phase.
Their study revealed that setting time of the cement was dependent on the TTCP particle size and
phosphate concentration, such that small TTCP particle and high phosphate concentration would
shorten the setting time. High porosity and low diametral tensile strength of the cement can be
attributed to the low P/L and Ca/P ratio used in this study. Furthermore, the apatitic products of
smaller powder particles were less crystalline than that of coarse particles.
Chen et al. [38] have designed a premixed CPC with long term suspension stability. The
premixed CPC was formulated by mixing TTCP and DCPA as the powder phases with the liquid
phases consisted of 1,3-propylene glycol, disodium hydrogen phosphate and fumed silica.
Propylene glycol is the viscoplastic media used as the continuous phase, and fumed silica as the
thixotropic agent. This study disclosed that fumed silica is the stabilizing agent that improved
suspension stability of premixed CPC. The increased fumed silica content would increase the
compressive strength of the cement due to the reinforcement of fumed silica short fiber on the
paste matrix. However, addition of fumed silica would reduce injectability of the cement such that
the viscosity of the cement paste increased. In addition, the cement was suggested to be
cytocompatible such that it supports cell attachment and proliferation.
6. Reinforcement of CPC
One of the most critical drawbacks of CPCs is its poor mechanical strength. Many aspects need
to be considered, such that injectability and strength of the cements are among the important
properties and were correlated with each other. Improving the injectability by reducing P/L ratio
would increase the porosity and hence, decrease the compressive strength. This in turn limits the
application of CPCs to medium or non-load bearing site if no further steps are taken. Thus,
reinforcement is one of the ways that have been implemented nowadays so that CPC could have
both good injectability as well as good mechanical properties.
Incorporation of CPC/bioactive glass (BG) and CPC/poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)/BG have
been investigated by Renno et al. [39]. The cement powder consisted of α-TCP, DCPA and HA, with
NaH2PO4 as the liquid phase. This study revealed that addition of PLGA increased porosity of the
cement, meanwhile addition of BG prolonged the setting time. Degradation of CPC/BG showed a
pH increase, whereas CPC/PLGA/BG showed a pH decrease. This can be attributed to BG influence
in accelerating degradation rate of materials and creating of macroporosity. In addition, CPC/PLGA
and CPC/PLGA/BG showed faster and more mass loss compare to CPC and CPC/BG formulations.
This could be related to the degradation of the polymeric phase associated with the rate of
dissolution of BG over time. Figure 3 shows the SEM micrograph of this study which confirmed the
homogeneous distribution of PLGA-microparticles and/or BG granulates within CPC.
Mostafa and Zaki [40] have developed injectable bioactive bone cement based on tricalcium
silicate (TCS)/α-TCP composites. From their study, setting time of the cement paste is longer as the
amount of TCS increased due to the production of amorphous calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) gel
during hydration of
TCS that cover the unhydrated TCP grains. In addition, increasing TCS content also increases the
paste injectability. However, the compressive strength test showed that TCS/α-TCP composite has
lower strength compared to TCP cement and much lower than TCS. The degradation rate decreases
as the TCS content increases. The hydration of TCS/α-TCP yielded a bioactive silicon-substituted
HAP and Ca(OH)2 released reacted with calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHAP) to drive it more
stoichiometry.
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Fig. 3. Microscopic SEM micrograph of (A) BG granulate, (B)
dense PLGA-microparticles, (C) CPC, (D) CPC/BG30, (E)
CPC/PLGA and (F) CPC/PLGA/BG30. BG (arrow) and PLGAmicroparticles (arrowheads) are indicated in the SEM
micrograph [39]

Zhou et al. [41] have synthesized CPC material with the addition of strontium element (Sr),
collagen I and modified starch. The powder phase was made up of CaP, anhydrous calcium
phosphate, and modified starch added, whereas the liquid phases comprised of type I collagen
dissolved in deionized water. XRD analysis of this work verified the hydration product of cement
was poorly crystalline HA as shown in Figure 4. The setting time of the cement increased with
liquid-to-powder (L/P) ratio and curing temperature. The increased L/P ratio also improved the
injectability of the cement, however the compressive strength of the cement become poor. Antiwashout ability of the cement was improved by the addition of modified starch. Sr doping in Ca
improved the strength of the material and promoted bone formation. When Sr concentration was
increased, the degradation of bone cement become faster and hence accelerated new bone
formation.

Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of injectable
strontium-containing calcium phosphate cement
with collagen [41]

7. Polymeric Additives as Setting Agents
The incorporation of setting agents into CPC has become trend in various recent studies of CPC
materials. The addition of polymeric additives as setting agents is able to enhance performance of
CPC materials in terms of injectability, setting time, cohesion and biological response [42].
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Dessi et al. [43] and Kovtun et al. [44] used gelatin as porogen. These studies have proved that
gelatin acted as cohesion promoter and improved injectability as well as biocompatibility. However,
the presence of gelatin lowered compressive strength of cement because bubble’s volume in
foaming technique increases cement ductility.
Park et al. [45] combined CPC with alginate to develop macropores for effective culture of cell
tissues and bone regeneration. Increasing CPC-to-alginate ratio causes the surface morphology less
dense and particle size bigger. The spheres are able to support cells to adhere, spread, and increase
quickly to undergo osteogenic differentiation. In addition, dense microcarriers with porous
structure have been developed via freezing and lyophilizing the solidified microcarriers after soaked
in water. Interconnected pores are formed after the frozen ice crystals were purified and the pore
size increased with freezing temperature.
Preparation of injectable macroporous calcium phosphate cement using syringe-foaming
method via a viscous hydrophilic polymer solution has been developed by Zhang et al. [46]. Their
works used α-TCP powder and silanized-hydroxypropyl methylcelluose (Si-HPMC) solution as the
foaming agent. Both injectability and setting time of the prepared CPC were improved. However,
mechanical properties is reduced because the increasing volume of macropores due to foaming.
Hesaraki and Nezafati [47] revealed the effect of adding chitosan (CS) and hyaluronic acid (HA)
to the liquid phase of CPC with mixture of TTCP and DCPD powders. Different P/L ratios were
applied, 3/5 gml-1 for CPC only, 3/1 gml-1 for CPC/HA and 2/8 gml-1 for CPC/CS. In vitro results
presented similar viability and cell growth rate for all CPC formulations. However, better alkaline
phosphates activity was showed by CPC containing CS and greater results for HA.
Ogasawara et al. [48] have reinforced CPC with P(3HB-co-4HB), poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) and
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and investigated mechanical properties of the cement. This
study revealed the improvement of mechanical properties when the biodegradable polymers were
incorporated into CPC. This happened because of their hydrophilicity which enhanced the surface
bonding between the polymer and CPC. Addition of P(3HB-co-4HB) shows superior fibers bridging
which hinders the propagation of cracks compared to PLLA and PLGA.
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) has been used as setting accelerator by Sopyan et al. [49]. The setting
times of CPC with different PVA concentrations were evaluated using Gillmore needle method. The
result of shown in Figure 5 reveals that the increase in PVA concentration shortens the initial and
final setting times. However, the effect of PVA addition is more significant on the final setting time
than the initial setting time. This is because water absorption by hydrophilic PVA molecules needs
time to be effective.

Fig. 5. Influence of PVA concentration on the setting
times of CPC paste [49]
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8. Concusion
Various formulations of CPC compositions have been discovered in order to produce injectable
CPCs with better biological and physical properties. This is also to ensure that the cements can be
used clinically and providing betterment for patients. The polymeric additives such as gelatin,
alginate, hydroxypropyl methylcellulose, chitosan and others play vital role in enhancing the
handling and mechanical properties of CPC. The injectability, cohesion and anti-washout resistance,
setting time as well as mechanical performance can be improved by the addition of organic setting
agents. However, further investigations are required to obtain better understanding on the cement
properties and their controlling factors.
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